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Inclusive education has become a phrase with international currency shaping the content of

conferences and national educational policies around the world. But what does it mean? Is it about

including a special group of disabled learners or students seen to have 'special needs' (them) or is it

concerned with making educational institutions inclusive, responsive to the diversity of all their

students (us)?  In this unique comparative study, the editors have brought together an international

team of researchers from eight countries to develop case-studies which explore the processes of

inclusion and exclusion within a school or group of schools set in its local and national context. The

study includes classroom observation, the experiences of the school day of students and interviews

with staff, students, parents and school governors. Through an innovative juxtaposition of the

case-studies and commentaries on them, differences of perspective within and between countries

are revealed and analysed. The study arose from a dissatisfaction with previous research, which

presents 'national perspectives' or seeks findings that have global significance. This book avoids

such simplification and draws attention to the problems of translation of practice across cultures.

The editors start from an assumption of diversity of perspective which like the diversity of students

within schools can be viewed as problematic or as a resource to be recognized and celebrated.
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This book has one of the most interesting premises of any photography book I have had the

pleasure to examine. Spouses, Helmut Newton and Alice Springs, share their photographic

perspectives of each other, themselves, and the same models. These different views echo around

in your mind to help you understand the personalities, purposes, and methods of two interesting

photographers. In the process, you get a better understanding of the photography itself . . . and how

it changes the models in our perception. By providing images over many decades, you also get a

time-lapse view of a relationship and the aging process.Before going further, let me note that this

volume contains many nude images of men and women that would be past the "R" rating if this

book were a motion picture.The book has a few brief comments by Helmut Newton to set the stage.

"The book shows the work of two photographers . . . [who] have lived together for fifty years." " . . .

[B]ut neither is usually present at the other's photographic sittings." " . . . [N]either one has in any

way influenced the other's way of approaching their subjects." "I can see the truth and simplicity in

the portraits of Alice Springs." "[She has] been an actress and a painter before she has taken up the

camera seriously if somewhat sporadically." "As for myself, I recognize the manipulation and

editorialising in my photographs."Alice Springs looks for the core of the person, and captures the

realities of daily life and aging very well. She shows you the joking and self-absorbed sides of

Helmut Newton that help explain the stylized and challenging images that he is famous for

producing. Helmut Newton obviously adds a gloss and a pose to everything, that gets his editorial

position out. But it's fun in this context, much more so than in his other work. I found myself

reevaluating his work after seeing these images by Alice Springs.Here are my favorite images in the

book by Alice Springs:Of Helmut Newton -- Spain 1956; Rue Aubriot, Paris 1971; Ritz, London

1976; With Sylvia, Ramatuelle 1981; Monte-Carlo, 1987; Hollywood 1988, 1991Of Alice Springs --

Ramatuelle, France 1975; Vail, Colorado 1996Princess Caroline and son, Monte-Carlo 1985; Karl

Lagerfeld, Monte-Carlo 1983; Rudi Gernreich, Los Angeles 1985; Tina Chow, Beverly Hills 1986;

Angelica Houston, Hollywood 1983; Antonio Lopez, Paris 1977Here are my favorite images in the

book by Helmut Newton:Of Alice Springs -- June as Hedda Gabler, Melbourne 1960; In our kitchen,

Rue Aubriot, Paris 1972; Hotel Volney, New York 1982; Rue Aubriot, Paris 1974; Ramatuelle

1976Of Helmut Newton -- Photomation, Paris 1970s; With wife and model, 1981; Clinique St. Jean,

Cagnes-sur-Mer, 1997Birgit Nielsen, Monte-Carlo 1987; Gianni Versace, Lake Como, Italy 1994;



Donatella Versace, Off coast of Antibes, 1990; David Hockney, Los Angeles 1988; Peter Beard,

Paris 1996After you see this remarkable book, I suggest that you have some fun with your family.

Take a day, bring a camera for each person, and make photographs of each other and the same

subjects. Do this once a year to develop a better sense of your perspectives and relationships. Then

comment on each other's work, and create a scrapbook or album out of this sharing. You'll have a

lot of fun looking back on these images in future years.Take a good look . . . and see more!

This book is a great visual autobiography into Helmut's private life. There are different sections of

the book where he does have photographs of selected celeberties but the main focus of the book

are photogrpahs of Helmut and his wife. Very well done edition of some B&W images.

Great book I been througt it a hundred times already. You will find out where he gets his great

influences from! Also see junes great work, that greatly resembles his work! If you like Helmut

Newton this is a must!
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